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European Gas Market Model –

major characteristics

• Competitive, dynamic, multi-
market equilibrium model

• All market participants are price 
takers

• Whole Europe (35 countries) is 
modelled

• Model explicitly includes the 
modelled countries’ supply-
demand representation, as well 
as their gas storages and 
transportation links to each other 
and to the outside world.

• Trade is based on long term 
contracts and spot trade within 
the EU and with exogenous 
countries and global LNG 
market (NO, RU, LNG)

• A single simulation run 
encompasses 12 consecutive 
months 

• Market participants have perfect 
foresight over this period
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Differences from other gas market 

models

• Most models allow for strategic behavior  

‣ GASTALE (Boots et al, 2004, Egging and Gabriel, 2006), NATGAS 

(Zwart and Mulder, 2006, Zwart, 2009), GASMOD (Holz et al, 2008), 

World Gas Model (Egging et al, 2010), Global Gas Model (Holz et al 

(2013), Richter and Holz, 2015)

• We assume all market participants are price takers

• Detailed representation of long-term take-or-pay supply contracts –

allows to examine the effect of change in contractual routes, delivery

points

• Detailed geographical representation: demand is aggregated at 

country level, but not across countries 

• Modeled time frame is broken into monthly periods – helpful when 

examining the usage of storage facilities

• Price responsive demand functions are assumed, helpful for

studying the change in consumer surplus
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Market participants

• Four kinds of players:

‣ Consumers

• Linear monthly demand function in each modelled market

‣ Local producers

• Linear short-run cost functions, with upper and lower limits on 

monthly production and a separate upper constraint on yearly output

‣ Importers 

• They own long-term take-or-pay (TOP) contracts that are sourced 

from gas exporters in outside markets (Russia, Norway, Algeria) and 

a number of LNG exporting countries 

• Each contract specifies a price, a delivery route, and a minimum and 

maximum delivered quantity per month and per year

‣ Traders

• They move gas between markets using cross-border pipelines and 

LNG shipments, and between time periods using storages
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Infrastructure

• Transportation

‣ Cross-border pipelines and LNG routes

‣ Transportation infrastructure can be used for delivering gas into the target market 

through long-term contracts or spot trade, and into the source market via virtual 

reverse flow (“backhaul”). 

‣ Formally:

𝑥𝑓
𝑠 = 𝑡𝑓

𝑠 − 𝑏𝑓
𝑠 + 

𝑐

Ω𝑓𝑐
𝑠 ∙ (𝑑𝑐

𝑠 + 𝐷𝑐
𝑠)

where 𝑡𝑓
𝑠 is the spot trade, 𝑏𝑓

𝑠 is the backhaul shipment through infrastructure f in period s. 

𝑑𝑐
𝑠 + 𝐷𝑐

𝑠 is the total delivered quantity on contract c, Ω𝑓𝑐
𝑠 specifies the portion of contract c

through infrastructure f in period s.

• Storage

‣ Each storage has a monthly injection, withdrawal and working gas capacity and 

associated tariffs. They also have starting and year-end inventory levels.

‣ Traders can decide in each month how much gas they want to inject into, or 

withdraw from a storage unit. 

‣ Characteristic storage injection and withdrawal curves contraint capacity based on

storage fill-up level
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Decision variables

• Local producers determine production levels: ep
s

• Importers determine the quantity of delivered gas up to and above 

the monthly TOP quantities: 𝑑𝑐
𝑠 and 𝐷𝑐

𝑠

• Traders determine 

‣ spot trade and backhaul on transportation infrastructure: 𝑡𝑓
𝑠 and 𝑏𝑓

𝑠

‣ injection to and withdrawal from gas storages: ig
s and wg

s

• Consumption of consumers are derived from the other market 

participants’ decision variables:

𝑄𝑚
𝑠 =  𝑝Π𝑚

𝑝
∙ ep
s+ 𝑓Φ𝑚

𝑓
∙ xf
s+ 𝑓 Γ𝑚𝑔 ∙ (wg

s − ig
s)

where Π𝑚
𝑝

and Γ𝑚𝑔 are 0-1 parameters indicating whether producer p

and storage g are in market m. Φ𝑚
𝑓

equals 1 if market m is the target of 

transportation infrastructure f, −1 if it is the source, and 0 otherwise. 
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Equilibrium

• The competitive equilibrium can be computed as the solution to a 

constrained welfare maximization problem with the following multi-period 

objective function: 

where β is the month-to-month discount factor,

𝑝𝑚
𝑠 𝑄 is the (linear) inverse demand function in market m and period s

Cep
s is the marginal cost of local production. 

Cig
s and Cwg

s denote the storage fees for injection and withdrawal. 

Ctf
s is the transportation fee on infrastructure f for gas flows in the default direction, 

and 𝐶𝑏𝑓
𝑠 f is the fee payable for virtual reverse flows. 

𝑃𝑓
𝑠 is the price of the outside market where f infrastructure ends

𝑃𝑑𝑐
𝑠 and 𝑃𝐷𝑐

𝑠 are the marginal prices of gas below and above the minimum monthly 

delivery limit of long-term contracts. 
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Welfare calculations 

• In our ex post welfare calculations, we adjust the maximized value of our 

objective function to properly account for actual welfare in the market. 

• We add the operating profit of transmission, storage and LNG regasification

system operators, and increase the expenditure on import contracts by the 

take-or-pay fixed cost element.

• where  Cig
s ,  Cwg

s,  Ctf
s and  Cbf

s are the (constant) marginal costs of storage 

injection, storage withdrawal, pipeline/LNG transportation in the default 

direction, and backhaul. 

• 𝐾𝑑𝑐
𝑠 is the minimum monthly take-or-pay obligation
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Definition of welfare components in 

EGMM

• In EGMM total welfare (or total surplus) is defined as the discounted 

difference between what consumers are willing to pay in the wholesale 

market for gas and the short-run variable cost of production, imports 

from outside markets, transportation and storage.

• Components of total welfare: Total welfare= CS + PS+ LTC holder 

+TSO + SSO + LSO 

‣ Consumer surplus (CS) is the difference between what consumers are 

willing to pay for natural gas, and what they actually pay on wholesale gas 

market. 

‣ Producer surplus (PS) is defined as a short-run profit excluding fix costs: 

the difference between what producers receive for natural gas in revenues 

and what it costs them to extract the gas in the short run (total revenues -

variable costs).

‣ Profit of LTC holders on long-term take-or-pay (TOP) contracts is the 

difference between the wholesale market price (at which importers sell the 

gas), and the contract price set for the gas, multiplied by the delivered 

quantity (in welfare terms, TOP contracts work similar to production). 
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Definition of welfare components in 

EGMM

‣ Profit of transmission (TSOs) and LNG operators (LSOs) consists of 

congestion revenues and operation profit

• Congestion revenue: when an infrastructure is used up to capacity between two neighbouring 

markets, cross-border trading might not eliminate all price differences in excess of 

transmission fees. Normally, traders buying in the cheaper market and selling into the more 

expensive one would reap the price difference minus the transmission fee as profit. On the 

other hand, traders also compete with each other for this margin, and hence are willing to bid 

in a capacity auction up to the same amount to gain access to the interconnector capacity. In 

the end, this congestion rent is collected by the TSOs operating the cross-border pipeline. 

Similarly, congestion rent of LNG operators equals to the profit of traders earned by selling 

cheaper LNG on more expensive markets.

• Operational income from transportation is the difference between transmission fees and 

costs, multiplied by the shipped quantity 

‣ Profit from use of storages (SSOs) consists of operation income and profit 

on intertemporal arbitrage

• Analogously to transportation income, storage operation income is the difference between the  

storage tariffs and costs, multiplied by the amount of gas stored.

• Storage arbitrage profit: if there are sufficient price differences in excess of storage fees 

between periods, then traders will utilize underground gas storages to profit from these 

margins. Since traders compete with each other, arbitrage profit from storage use will only 

arise if there is insufficient storage capacity to bring down the (discounted) price differences 

to the level of storage (injection and withdrawal) fees. 
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Summary of inputs and outputs of 

the model
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INPUT

Demand by countries

(annual quantity, monthly

distribution)

Demand by countries

(annual quantity, monthly

distribution)

Domestic production

(annual quantity, 

minimum and maximum 

production)

Domestic production

(annual quantity, 

minimum and maximum 

production)

LTC contracts

(ACQ/DCQ), 

flexibility

LTC contracts

(ACQ/DCQ), 

flexibility

Infrastructure:

Interconnectors, 

storage, LNG, tariffs

Infrastructure:

Interconnectors, 

storage, LNG, tariffs

External price: for 

LTC, LNG, DZ, 

NO, RU

External price: for 

LTC, LNG, DZ, 

NO, RU

Wholesale gas price 

by country

Wholesale gas price 

by country

Consumption by 

countries

Consumption by 

countries

Gas flows on 

interconnectors

Gas flows on 

interconnectors

Storage stock 

change 

Storage stock 

change 

Import through long 

term contracts and 

spot trade

Import through long 

term contracts and 

spot trade

OUTPUT

MODEL

Social welfare:

• Consumer 

surplus

• Producer 

surplus

• Storage 

operation profit

• Storage 

arbitrage profit

• Net profit from 

long-term 

contracts

• TSO auction 

revenue

• TSO operation 

profit

• LNG terminal

operator’s profit 

and auction

revenue

Social welfare:

• Consumer 

surplus

• Producer 

surplus

• Storage 

operation profit

• Storage 

arbitrage profit

• Net profit from 

long-term 

contracts

• TSO auction 

revenue

• TSO operation 

profit

• LNG terminal

operator’s profit 

and auction

revenue



Input data sources
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Input data unit Source of data

Demand TWh/year Eurostat 2016 fact, PRIMES

Production TWh/year, max GWh/day Eurostat 2016 fact, PRIMES

Pipeline capacity GWh/day Entsog capacity map 2016

LNG capacity (regas) GWh/day GLE capacity map 2016

Storage capacity (injection, 

withdrawal, working gas)

GWh/day , TWh/year GSE capacity map 2016

Tariffs (LNG, storage, 

pipeline entry and exit) 

€/MWh REKK calculation based on

NRA published tariffs as of 

Dec 2016

LTC (ACQ, price, route) TWh/year, flexibility, €/MWh Cedigas, Eurostat comext

and calculation of price

based on statistical reports

for 2016

Outside market prices

(NO, RU, DZ, LNG)

€/MWh REKK calculation based on

statistical data



Model structure
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Modelling logic: LNG markets
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JP UK TR

QA

US

PJP=15 €/MWh

CUS>JP=3.8 €/MWh

LNG Supply to UK

12.9

15.5

Q, 

TWh

P, €/MWh

US

LNG 

Cap

QA LNG 

Cap

LNG Supply to TR

13.5

14.8

Q, 

TWh

P, €/MWh

US

LNG 

Cap

QA LNG 

Cap

CQA>JP=2.2 €/MWh

CQA>UK=2.7 €/MWh
CQA>TR=2.0 €/MWh

CUS>UK=1.7 €/MWh
CUS>TR=2.3 €/MWh

𝑃𝑒𝑥>𝑖𝑚 = 𝑃𝐽𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑥>𝐽𝑃 − 𝐶𝑒𝑥>𝑖𝑚

PUS>UK=12.9 €/MWh

PQA>UK=15.5 €/MWh

PUS>TR=13.5 €/MWh

PQA>TR=14.8 €/MWh



Model welfare effects: 

new interconnection between two countries

IMPORTING COUNTRY EXPORTING COUNTRY

Producer

Consumer

Trader

Importer 16
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QB2
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Q
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P

Q

PB1

QB1

prod

Spot

LTC 
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above

TOP

Storage

LTC above TOP

Import from

market B

Redistribution of welfare

Additional

welfare
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Welfare of infrastructure operators

• Infrastructure operators observe and do not directly affect the
outcome of the equilibrium

‣ Where 𝑡𝑖 is the tariff for the usage of infrastructure element
i

‣ 𝑐𝑖 is the cost for the infrastructure operator for the usage of 
element i

‣ 𝑞𝑖 is the flow on element i

• TSOs and LNG operators may receive auction
revenue/congestion rent
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Schematic figure for tariffs applied
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Sample results: PECI evaluation of 

BG-RS interconnector
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Utilization: from BG to RS 91%, from RS to BG:2%

Welfare effects of 39 GWh/day a BG-RS interconnector over 20 yrs lifetime 

(4% SDR)

m€ Cons. Prod.

SSO 

oper.

profit

Storage 

arbitrag

e

LTC 

importe

r

TSO 

entry

profit

TSO 

exit

profit

TSO 

backha

ul entry

TSO 

backha

ul exit

TSO

spot 

auction

TSO

backha

ul

auction

LNG 

oper. 

income

LNG 

auction 

Total 

Welfare

AL 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

BA 18 0 0 0 -8 1 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 20

BG 68 -2 2 1 -73 130 127 0 0 105 0 0 0 358

GR -9 0 0 0 5 24 125 0 0 16 0 131 137 428

HR -4 1 0 -1 0 -6 -8 0 0 -1 0 -27 -3 -48

HU 218 -11 0 0 -143 -106 -219 0 0 -33 0 0 0 -294

IT 263 -24 8 1 -189 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 -19 47

KO 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

ME 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

MK 7 0 0 0 -4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4

MD 7 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7

PL 35 -9 0 0 -20 1 0 0 0 -3 0 0 0 4

RO 93 -57 0 0 -4 5 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 36

RS 273 -34 -18 -1 -147 8 7 0 0 104 0 0 0 193

SK 33 0 0 0 -41 -36 -73 0 0 -16 0 0 0 -132

UA 229 -164 2 -2 -37 -1 10 0 0 13 0 0 0 52

Region 1232 -300 -5 -1 -661 29 -30 0 0 194 0 105 115 676

EU26 749 -124 1 -1 -570 11 -130 0 0 -30 1 8 40 -47

Modelled 1290 -322 -15 -3 -766 19 -112 0 0 98 1 8 40 237



LTC assumptions

• Long-term contracts are re-contracted at 50% 

volume upon expiry

• Delivery point, price and flexibility remain 

unchanged upon re-contracting

• Pricing is partially oil-indexed, fitted to

EUROSTAT COMEXT data

• NS2 commissioning changes the route of LTCs, 

bypassing the Ukraine
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Verification: Prices modelled for

2016, €/MWh
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• Volume-weighted average of EU 

Quarterly publication for 2016 

was 16.26 €/MWh

• Volume-weighted average for the 

same modelled countries* 

17.17 €/MWh

• Price difference is around 5%

• Average absolute difference: 1.45 

€/MWh (modelled prices are 

more expensive)

* AT, BE, BG, CZ, DE, DK, EE, ES, FI, 

FR, GR, HU, IT, LT, LV, NL, PL, RO, 

SE, SI, SK, UK

Blue arrows: LNG flows, white 

arrows: modelled gas flow on 

interconnectors, congested in at 

least one month when colored to 

dark blue and green
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Verification: 2016 supply structure
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Thank you for your attention

peter.kotek@rekk.hu
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